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About This Game

Quick Note: You can press (ALT+Enter) to go into full screen.

Having lost everything, Violet Shade struggles to find her way in a world gone mad. A strange curse has turned her entire village
into an army of the undead.

Having no choice but to give them a 2nd death, she flees, wandering aimlessly in a world where she no longer belongs.
Just as she begins to find hope in new friends, she discovers hers was not the only home infected by this terrible curse.

With nowhere left to turn, Violet and her friends set forth on a journey to rid the land of evil with only their fragile new found
friendships to guide them.

Experience Violet Haunted, prequel/spin off to Desiny's Faith. (Which will hopefully be available here soon as well)
Classic JRPG style action. Inspired by many great classics.

Length: approx 3 hours
should be suitable for ages 13 and up
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Title: Violet Haunted
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Donnie D. Washington II
Publisher:
Donnie D. Washington II
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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haunted violet puppy toy. violet haunted

So I know this game doesn't necessarily push the bounds of game design - in fact one could argue that the story isn't all that
original either - but it does give an interesting twist to a familiar tail tale. The reason this game stands out and the reason why I
love it is because it combines story, puzzle solving and ridiculously silly humour involving an over-abundance of canine puns.
It's just plain fun. Definitely worth your cash monies.. Caravan is a trading game on the Arabian Peninsula during the time of
1,001 nights. It's a casual game with simple decisions. Buy low, sell high. Decide on your trading route. Take care that the
caravan always has enough water. Additional crew gives different advantages. A trader improves prices when he haggles
successfully. Scouts can gain windfall profits while travelling, mercenaries and scoundrels help in battles.

The pace of the game is sedate. The start is slow until you're able to get the first donkeys for your caravan to get carriage space
for the trade goods. But even later on, the game is a grind. Travel forth and back, gain experience, earn money to improve your
crew. Beside the developing backstory, there's not much variation in events and mechanisms. It's obvious that the developer
usually does casual mobile games. The first hours are enjoyable, the second half of my playthrough was just ok. Can be
recommended as mindless relaxation after work when no major brain or dexterity activity is wanted.. Great platformer with
great level design. Construct some bridges.. Thats how the mafia works. Really fun and different (at least for me). I am a big
time NTW player. I'm really enjoying this. It's simple to learn but requires deep thought during turns. Liking it a lot!. really
liked it :). If anyone wants to trade games like this i have ets 2, ets 1, bus driver, and Garrys mods. Ill trade for star bound
. This game is a hot dumpster fire. The art is garbage, the story is garbage, every things garbage.
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Great fantasy game with interesting pvp type aspects. For me RaceRoom is the comeback of 2015 . If you had asked me about
this Racing game this time last year I would have said.
FFB is not good the Graphics look old & the lack of Content & pricing is bad.
Its also felt like the whol project have stopped

Its was still Simbin back then these guy I had know about since before they started to make payware.
They had cou their as had many people back in the old days of EA's & ISI F1 series .

By developing a series of GTR based racing mods of very high quality.
Simbin was collection of some of the best modders around.

What followed was their first steps into developing their own stand alone games but still using ISI's G-motors game engine.

GTR , & then GT-Legends are now know as two classic sim based raced still played today.

However part of the team split & can found now as SMS the makers of NFS Shift series & now P-Cars.

Simbin then Made their Race series & the GTR2 & GTR Evo.

Then Came RaceRoom.
But it all seemed to go a little flat last year.
But then came the new of a new name Sector 3 & what seems like 2nd coming.

Also maybe also the fact that new kids on the block Like AC & P-Cars along with I-Racing & R-Factor 2 were all heading to or
are come to the Steam platform.

Several updates have changed the sim for me from just been in my collection to being a must drive.

At the start of the year I had only the Free content so very limited .
Now I have two packs & some tracks.
I still do no fully agree with their sales model , but the quality of the DLC is very high.

I picked up the ADAC Pack a few months back.
That gave me some tracks at last & some of the best GT sports cars around at this current time.

But I love my old cars.
My era been the mid 80's & 90's I remember the likes of the DTM when it was screened on Eurosports & screen sports not just
in Germany but across the world.

The likes of the Merc 190 evo . & BMW M3 & Audi Quattro have since become legends.
This pack gives you those legands & some less well known one for the like of Ford & Opel.

This pack screams quality thanks to several updates to the main game engine you can now hear every bumps twitch & rattle of
the cars as they fly around the tracks, if that was not enough the Engine sounds alone make you want to come back time & time
agine.

These people are for sure the best best sound team around of any of the current Racing platforms all the sounds are correct for
ever car in the pack not just some sound re-worked for every car.

The driving part is also top class I am not going to say its the best out there as this is one place that at least two other Sim could
be seen as been equal or better depending on how you like your cars to drive in a sim.

This is one for personal choice.

RaceRoom also as one of the best FFB models out there so you soon get a good feel for the cars.
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The cars all have their own good & bad points all drive differently even using default set-ups things feel good.

I find the Ai very good that is another part of the sim that as improved this year in leaps & bounds.

For me this is a good as any of the other Sims that are around now .

Yes its a locked platform now modding allowed.

Its still been developed .

Online is still alpha but is already of a very high standard.

You get proper racing cars in RaceRoom from the leading racing Championships in Europe for the main part.
More is coming both for cars & Racing series.

I do like the fact that you can just buy what cars & packs you want . however I still have some issue with the Micro sales system
& limited cars packs through Steam

Sector 3 choose to sell most of their content via their own site , while only offering a limited selection of content Via Steam.

That for me I would like to see change.
Not Every one want to used Paypal or Credit card Systems.

Lots like the Steam wallet system & cards that can be found in almost every retailer these days.
By not selling all their Pack content at least via steam I think they are costing themself lost sales.

This could be just down to costing issue with Steam & Sector 3 over the costs of selling via steam.
But the fact is Steam is today the platform most use to buy their games.

Its also the place all their main rivals use to.

To sum up the DTM 1992 pack is about as good as it gets . I have driven some of the same cars in AC & that is good sim.
But due to the depth of the same cars found in RaceRooms DTM pack its wins hands down for me.

One thing is for sure you wont be getting bored thrashing these oldies around.
All that is missing is Nordschleife . but that is WIP & coming soon.
Then will the real fun start with these cars.

A must have for any Sim Racer.. Sweet oldschool game with great soundtrack 9/10. Buy it! Tons of fun!. Though I can't really
recommend this game to anyone as it needs ALOT of work, I'm not going to refund it either.

- Development is still way too early, has potential though.
- LMB seems to be the dominate control, kept feeling like 'E' on the keyboard should open doors/interact too.
- Datapad only uses arrow keys on keyboard, another area where mouse would work better.
- Vitals go to♥♥♥♥♥♥way too quickly, seems like you drink water and eat things more often then not.
- Day/Night cycle goes by way too fast.
- Waysats, habitats, etc. seem placed too far away.
- Dust storm never went away, ended up dying from hypothermia even after trying to juggle habitat systems to conserve.
- Suit oxygen and power draining too quickly.
- Never found components for RTG, if components exist there far far away.
- Machines don't like fuses or are very picky, lost several just installing them even after slot repair.
- Component slot repair seems to be a constant factor, slots wearing out too quickly.
- Severe screen lag while viewing habitat beta status monitor, power info spammed across screen no other info shown.
- No button to 'Take All' from storage container, if more then one item exists in a stack have to enter in QTY then confirm.
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- Inventory manipulation uses arrow keys on keyboard, would work better with mouse.
- Character barely jumps if at all.
- Have to hold crouch button, doesn't appear to be a toggle.
- Different camera views would be a nice touch, seems to be stuck in first person view only.
- Habitats never get a decent power charge due to the day/night cycles occuring too often.. Bosses can be hard as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but still it's a good game and you should play it <3 Amen.. Terrible, nothing to do but steer a slow
ship. The player can't control the gunnery. DO NOT BUY.. The game is really annoy when socialising with a bunch of annoy
survivors. Sweet combination of twin stick shooter and rythym game. Really nice looking and good music too. Haven't played
much yet but absolutely enjoyed what I have. Plan to play much more, could see plenty of replay value in trying for perfect runs
too.. Bad, really bad - no physics, no graphics, no cool story, no interesting maps. 2/10
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